










TO PROVIDE MANAGEMENT VISIBILITY RELATIVE TO THE ROLES OF
SIMULATION AI_ PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS THROUGH ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT
PROPULSION RELATED SIVELATION CAPABILITES AND REVEW
OF CON'I"BBUTIONS FROM PROPULSION SYSTEM TEST PROGRAMS.
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SPACE SHUI"I'LE MAIN PROPULSION
SATURN STAGES











"ADVANCED NST PROPULSION SYSTEM VERIFICATION STUDY
FINAL REPORT' - JULY 31, 1989
SIMULATION CAPABIUTY ASSESSMENT






















































































































































































































ADVANCED VEHICLE SIMULATION CAPABLITY ASSESSIVENT













































Note: Rtsk relattve to shutLle.
SIMULATION ASSESSMENT
CONCLUSK)NS
• SlVlULATION WITHOUT PROPULSION SYSTI_d TESTING RESULTS IN A HIGH RISK
PROC_AM.
• WITHOUT PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING:
- FLIGHT CATASTROPfE/LALINCH DELAY AND OTHER RISKS ARE UNACCEPTABLY
HIGH.
- 20 SECOND FRF REDUCES RISK.
- ORBITAL/ALTITUDE ENGINE START REQUIREIvF_NTINCREASES RISK SIGNIFICANTLY
RELATIVE TO SHUTTLE TYPE PROPULSION SYSTEM.
THE COMPLEXITY OF INTERACTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS SUBSYSTEMS














MPS DDT and E Cost
Approximately 8.3 Percent STS Orbiter
Excluding
SSMEI
Average Test and Verlflcatlon Cost
(NI Disciplines)
10 to 15 Percent Deduction



























































Includes Categories not tncluded
SHUTTLE
_NOZZLE STERN HORNRUPTURE- H2 DUMPED,
14ARG%NALSTABILITY CHARACTERIST%CS- ETIORBITER 17" 02 DISCONNECT.
SAT V
-'_ ENGINE TO STAGEBOLTSSTRUCTURALFAILURES















































































































































PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING IDENTIFIED MANY ISSUES
HAVING THE POTENTIAL FOR TIE FOLLOWING
CONSEQLENCES:
• CATASTROPI-E; BOTH FLIGHT AND PREFUGHT
• IVCSSIONLOSS
• SI_ANT LAUNCH DELAY
• SIGNIRCANT LAUNCH COMPLEX DAMAGE
SHUTTLE PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING WAS REDUCED
VS. SATURN AND CAN BE FURTHER REDUCED FOR
SBVCAR FUTURE PROGRAMS.
ELAPSED "liVE SPAN FOR MPTA TESTING WAS EXCESSIVE
AND CAN BE REDUCED.
PROPULSION SPECIALIST "SURVEY"
REQUEST: SUMMARIZE YOUR OPINION OF THE ROLE OF "ALL-UP" SYSTEMS
TESTING IN VERIFICATION OF A NEW PROPULSION SYSTEM PRIOR
TO FIRST LAUNCH.
REQUEST
RESPONDENTS: SIXTY SIX ROCKET/SPACE VEHICLE DESIGNERS AND
MANAGERS.
RESULTS: OVERWHELMINGLY SUPPORT PROPULSION SYSTEM
TESTING.
RESPONSE
EXAMPLES: "WERE I SCHEDULED TO RIDE ON A NEW LAUNCH VEHICLE, SYSTEM
TESTING WOULD BE A PRIMARY REQUIREMENT."
"IF ANY ITEM IS GOING TO FAIL, HAVE IT FAIL ON THE GROUND WHERE





VEHICLES IN THE SPACE ENVIR_ HAVE _ DESIGN/
OPERATIONAL REOUREMENTS:
• PROPELLANT MANA_
• PROPELLANT _ CONTROL



























FOR SOLVE ISSUES -
• NECESSARY TECHNOLOGY DOES NOT EXIST
• DEMONSTRATION OF TECHNOLOGY NECESSARY
• ORBITAL EXPERIMENTAL DATA NECESSARY
• DEVELOPMENT STAGE GROUND TEST POSSIBLE/DESRABLE
• SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT GROUND FACIUTES REQUIRED
SUMMARY
TIE COMPLEXITY OF INTERACTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS
SUBSYSTEMS/DISCPLINES DEFLES ACCLRATE ANALYTICAL
REPRESENTATION. SYSTEM TESTNG PROVIDES DATA FOR
MODEL BASING AND _ES ANALYSIS.
• HISTORICALLY SYSTEM TESTING HAS PREVENTED CATASTROPHE
AM) MISSION LOSS FAILURES, LAUNCH DELAYS AND LAUNCH
COMPLEX DAMAGE.
PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING IS COST EFFECTIVE IF ONE VENCLE
LOSS IS PREVENTED.
ADVANCED/" SPECIAL" VEHICLES HAVE AN EQUAL/GREATER
REQL,IRIg,4Bq'r FOR PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING.
PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING IS A SIGNFICANT CONTRIBUTOR
TO MSSION SUCCESS ASSURANCE.
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